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Woodies® Ultimate

The “Woodies® Ultimate” brand has been developed by  
ASF Fischer B.V. and was launched in 2009. The Woodies Ultimate 
range has been developed from the experience we have built up over 
the past decades. This range consists of screws for universal or very 
specific applications.

Characteristics

In addition to the generic properties, which are mentioned below, 
a large part of the Woodies-Ultimate screws have very innovative 
characteristics, which allow them to serve as a replacement for 
other fasteners. The Woodies are equipped with a range of  
properties that meet the requirements of the professional end user.

• Extra deep Torx recess

• Milling ribs under the head

• Shaft ribs and threads

• Special point

• Free bit in every box

• Recognizability: The letter ‘W’ in the head

• Quality marks

• Chromium 6-free
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Countersunk head
Application:
- Universal screw for various applications

Versions & Specifications:
- Galvanized partial thread / full thread, yellow galvanized 

partial thread, Stainless steel A2 and 410 partial thread. 
Shield Outdoor partial thread / full thread  
Shield Outdoor Blackline partial thread / full thread

- TX recess all versions, PZ in galvanized
   partial thread / full thread
- Diameter from 3.0 to 10.0mm
- Length from 20 to 460mm (depending on the diameter).

Pan head
Application:
- Pan head prevents damage to the metalwork
- For connecting various wood connectors to wood  

structures.

Versions & Specifications:
- Galvanized full thread, Shield Outdoor Blackline
- TX recess
- Diameter from 3.0 to 5.0mm
- Length from 16 to 50mm (depending on the diameter).

Hinge screw
Application:
- The hinge screw is without milling ribs, which prevents 

damage to the hinges. The head is smaller, so it fits  
perfectly in the holes of hinges and fittings.

Versions & Specifications
- Galvanized, stainless steel A2, stainless steel 410 and Shield 

Outdoor Blackline
- TX recess
- Size 4.5 x 40mm

Decking screw
Application:
- Decks, fascias and balustrades
- The stainless steel 410 and Shield Outdoor are stronger 

than stainless steel A2, so pre-drilling is not necessary for 
standard wood.

Versions & Specifications:
- Stainless steel 410, Shield Outdoor
- TX20 recess
- Diameter 5.0mm
- Length from 40 to 80mm

Wafer head screw
Application:
- Thick beams and heavier wood constructions

Versions and Specifications:
- Galvanized, stainless steel A2, Shield Outdoor and  

Shield Outdoor Blackline
- TX recess
- Diameter 6.0mm, 8.0mm and 10.0mm
- Length 30 to 460mm (depending on the diameter).

Post shoe screw
Application:
- For fixing posts in the post holders with point or on plate.

Versions & Specifications:
- Galvanized, Shield Outdoor and Shield Outdoor Blackline
- TX40 recess
- Diameter 8.0mm
- Length 40 and 50m

Cladding screw
Application:
- For fixing black watherboard cladding and fences.

Versions & Specifications:
- Stainless steel 410 with RAL9005 head,  

Shield Outdoor Blackline
- TX20 recess
- Diameter 5.0mm
- Length 40 to 80mm
- Small head to reduce visibility.

Glazing bead screw
Application:
- For fixing glazing beads.

Versions and specifications:
- Galvanized and stainless steel 410
- TX10 recess
- Diameter 3.5mm
- Length from 30 to 50mm (depending on the diameter).

Assortment cases
Versions and specifications:
- Different assortments of the most common 

screws
- Galvanized, Yellow Galvanized, Stainless Steel, 

Shield Outdoor and Shield Blackline Outdoor
- Also available Woodies® Ultimate Carrying Box 

empty or with 2100-piece assortment.

Ask your wood supplier for the right type of screws!


